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Project Background
Client Referee: Liz Berger, Manager Communications
Project Summary
The City of Ryde Council in metro Sydney wanted more than just a fresh look for their public
facing website and a new site for community consultations. In addition to a clean design
which subtly referenced their branding they wanted a user friendly experience for their
residents, a responsive design and for information to be easy to find.
Through working with Seamless they now have a site which provides a great experience for
residents, no matter what device they are using. Features such as My Neighbourhood
provide residents with a view of events and works happening across council and they can
discover content easily across both websites.
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A focus on residents top tasks
http://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Home
The new City of Ryde website puts residents needs front and centre. A simple ‘what would
you like to do’ container provides residents with one click access to the most popular online
tasks and information.
Simply by hovering their mouse or touching these tasks on tablet devices, residents get a
glimpse of the specific information and transactional services available in each bubble, and
can then click through to access the services.
Ryde can easily change the top tasks to reflect seasonal popularity, as well as dynamically
displaying more relevant tasks for customers accessing the site from their mobile phones,
whilst on the go.
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A smarter way for residents to find information
http://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Home
Long gone are the days of navigating complex council menu systems. A large, friendly
search box invites visitors to simply type in their query, and then suggests information,
documents or online services that best matches the customer’s enquiry as they are typing.
The search also leverages a council thesaurus that connects the non-technical words used
by customers (i.e. rubbish), with the technical names given to pages and documents by
council (i.e. waste) which vastly improves the search experience for customers.
Visitors can now find the information they are seeking without ever needing to leave the
homepage. For those who do want to use a traditional menu, it’s still only one click away and
positioned in the top left of the screen.
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A welcoming tour
http://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Home
Getting 5 star reviews for a new site is hard, no matter how great a job you do. Even when it’s
a much improved experience, the change in navigation and location of information can upset
some people. So we introduced a Quick Tour function which provides visitors who are seeing
the new site for the first time an orienting walk-through that shows them how to take
advantage of all the useful new features of Ryde’s website.
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What’s happening in my area
http://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/System-pages/My-Neighbourhood
City of Ryde needed to find a
better way to help its
community understand the
broad range of community
services provided by council.
By simply entering their
address, the In My Area
function provides customers
with a personalised view of
events, parks, facilities, works,
major projects and
consultations happening
nearby. Not only does this help
residents discover council
information and services in a
way that’s far more relevant to
them, but it also helped
increase awareness and
engagement in community
consultations, and educate
residents about what their rates
dollars contributed towards.
In My Area allows customers to
filter the view of information
based on their interests as well
as calculating the distance and
travel time to points of interest.
Aside from place-based
information, this section also
reminds customers about their
bin dates, and introduces them
to their local elected member.
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Smart landing pages
http://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Environment-and-Waste/Waste-and-Recycling/HouseholdServices
By bringing together related information, documents and tasks into a single page, City of
Ryde created a simple one stop shop experience for customers. For example, the Household
Services page features all the most important information residents should know about
waste, ranging from the waste calendar, through to tips on general and recycling waste
collection. Once customers have read the information they need, on the right hand side of
the screen, Ryde provides customers one click access to large variety of waste related
requests – which link straight to the customer request management system (CRM).
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Subsites
http://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/RALC & http://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Library &
http://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Environment-and-Waste
Rather than building and maintaining a separate stream of subsites, City of Ryde has
incorporated key business units such as environment, libraries and leisure into its main
website. This meant customers could easily navigate the subsites and find information
thanks to a consistent navigation approach, a shared search engine between all sites, and
the ability for content from one subsite to be shared between sites – such as events from
leisure and library appearing on the main council site.
And despite the subsites falling under the umbrella of the main site, each subsite still had
control over its website URL address, colour themes, branding, banners, content and top
tasks – ensuring that each business unit had the unique representation and branding it
desired.
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Forms & documents library
http://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Council/Forms-and-Documents-Library
From applications for street parties or film production, through to tree removal permits - City
of Ryde wanted to create a central location to help residents find all of the documents,
policies, forms and procedures they need.
The forms and documents library allows residents to search by keyword or document
category to easily find the document they need. By drawing forms and documents from the
council’s document and records management system (DMS) using the SeamlessCMS DMS
bridge, City of Ryde was able to ensure that customers are always acting on the latest, most
accurate and up to date forms and policies. Site managers also didn’t need to worry about
constant reconciliation of files, with any changes published to documents within the DMS
being automatically updated on the website within minutes.
As Ryde integrates its eServices portal (Phase 2), an increasing number of forms that
residents currently download and complete offline will became web-enabled, making it easy
for customers to submit requests and applications entirely online.
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Find parks, places and sportgrounds
http://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Recreation/Parks-and-Sportsgrounds/Find-a-Park-orSportsground
Rather than providing customers with a boring table of councils parks and points of interest,
Ryde provides a fully interactive directory that customers can search by keyword, suburb,
type of park or features. Once customers have specified what’s important to them, results
are presented in a simple and beautiful listing, or can be shown on top of a map to help
customers find their nearest match.
A handy sports ground status display flags which facilities are closed, which is particularly
handy for residents visiting the site from a mobile device who want a quick view of the status
of sports grounds or other facilities, before driving to the destination.
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Live streaming minutes and agendas
http://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Council/Agendas-and-Minutes
As part of its mission to engage and create continuous, transparent dialogue with its
community, Ryde needed a simple way to present complex agendas and minutes
information. Rather than an overwhelming set of tables and documents, the Agendas and
Minutes section provides an easy to understand listing of key topics covered during each
meeting.
Residents can click into a meeting of interest to see the minutes and supporting documents
for that meeting, along with a recording of the meeting. For upcoming meetings, residents
can see the agenda, as well as view a live streaming broadcast when the meeting starts.
For residents seeking specific information, the meetings can be filtered by keywords,
meeting type, date and category.
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News & event directories
http://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Events/Listing/Halloween-Cinema
Whilst the primary focus of the website was
to help customers complete their tasks
online, City of Ryde wanted to effectively use
its website to broadcast news and events,
and help its community discover all of the
great things happening across the
municipality.
The events directory makes it easy for
customers to discover what’s on across
Ryde, with handy features such as filters,
event RSVP forms and online registrations,
event calendar invites, map views, and the
ability to see other events with matching
tags.
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